Circular No. : 08
Date: 26.08.2021
Dear Friends,
Warm Greetings and Best Wishes.
All India Save Education Day on 05th September Teachers Day
Thank you for your active participation in the digital signature campaign and
Save India Day to register our protest against National Education Policy and unbridled
privatization move of Central government. You must agree with me that in spite of
our continuous democratic protest, it has no visible impact on the attitude of
Government of India. Time has come for more vigorous protest against the stubborn
and undemocratic attitude of the Government of India and showing our teeth
against undemocratic, unscientific, retrograde and exclusionary nature of NEP. JFME
considering the gravity of the situation has a given a call for All India Save Education
Day on 05th September, 2021 to be more demonstrative of our protest against NEP
to Save Education, Save Campus and Save Nation. Please where ever possible
organize demonstrative action either in front of Rajabhavan or State Capital or
university or college campus on the day. Submit memorandum to the state as well as
Central government on our stand on NEP and also highlights state issues. Organize
JFME at your level and carry on the program. Make involve all right minded people
and media to solicit their support. We have also taken decision to have a big
demonstration at New Delhi on 11th November, National Teachers Day. Please take
all initiative to make the program successful.
Attack on Freedom of speech, expression and academic autonomy
Central University of South Bihar in a Circular Dated 18.08.2021 by invoking
the provisions of colonial and feudal rules attacked on the freedom of speech,
expression and academic autonomy of the teaching community. AIFUCTO is
committed to democratic rights, freedom of speech, freedom of pursuing academic
activities, condemn the undemocratic circular and urges University authority to
withdraw the circular and solicits intervention of Government of India to protect
democratic ethics.
Support to Movement of DUTA
AIFUCTO extend solidarity and support to the protest movement of DUTA
against undemocratic implementation of NEP. AIFUCTO urges the University authority
to discuss with the Association in implementation of NEP. AIFUCTO also urges

Government of Delhi and Central government to pay heed to the democratic voice of
the Teachers
Friends you must be hearing every day the announcement by Central
government to implement NEP in spite of our protest. Some states have also taken
steps toeing the Government of India line. We have to intensity our movement and to
make it broad based and more demonstrative in nature to save our education system
from the clutches of corporate and fundamentalist.
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